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In late 2015, it was obvious that a national election was going to be called for early 2016.!
Given that our key actions for preventing bauxite mining include meeting with the Minister of Mining, we slowed our !
advocacy efforts to await election results.  We knew there would be a new minister regardless of which party won.



Although both parties have proclaimed that there will be “no mining in 
Cockpit Country”, neither has shown the political will to resolve the 
boundary issue.  Despite commissioning a public consultation in 
2013, the previous PNP government did not resolve anything before 
they lost the election in 2016.  The new Prime Minister did not appear 
to be aware of the public consultation when handed the report by 
WRC’s Mike Schwartz in May 2016.

Without the declaration of a boundary, an area cannot be “closed to mining” under the Mining Act.



Homerus & Friends:   The Present & Future

In the meantime, we continued to identify & report new breaches of Noranda’s Mining Lease on the eastern border 
Cockpit Country.



And then we learned on 8th February 2016 that Noranda Aluminum Holding Corporation filed for Chapter 11 
Bankruptcy in the US.  

Chapter 11 Bankruptcy 2016



Like our local media (which can’t obtain answers from GoJ), we have many questions concerning Noranda’s 
existing obligations and what guarantees GoJ is planning to give the new purchasers of the Jamaican assets, 
which are slated to be auctioned on 27th September 2016.



And as I was putting the finishing touches on this Keynote, Government of Jamaica announced the sale of the 
Nain alumina refinery to the Chinese entity Jiuquan Iron and Steel Company (JISCo).



But as our friend Linsford Hamilton says: 
“This is our Country, we’re gonna defend it!”
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